Welcome to the deafscotland Annual
Conference 2020 – Connect and Capitalise
‘Right Design for Communication’

Janis McDonald
Chief Officer, deafscotland
It is with great pleasure we welcome you to the deafscotland Annual Conference –
Connect and Capitalise. Our theme is ‘Right Design for Communication’.
We are delighted to announce a great line-up of four speakers and showcase of nine
workshops focusing on our theme, a ‘Right design for communication – making the most
of capacity building, resilience development and community cohesion on our journey to
Communication For All’. We also have a marketplace packed with over 30 organisations
and businesses wanting to work with you.
We hope today will excite your interest and encourage collaboration.
A huge thank you goes to our main sponsors – Arnold Clark, The ALLIANCE and Sign
Language Interactions. We also have to thank all of our sponsors, exhibitors, advertisers,
supporters, delegates and of course, our staff and volunteers.
Please do tweet using our Twitter account: @deafscotMedia and our hashtags for the
day is: #CommunicationForAll and #deafscotland2020
Best wishes,
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Conference timings
Time
09:30am

10:30am

What is happening
Registration
Refreshments – tea / coffee
Networking and chance to visit the marketplace
Play marketplace bingo – win a prize!
Welcome from the Chair for the day:
Donald Richards, Convenor of deafscotland

10:40am

Keynote Speaker 1:
Kathy Li, Glasgow School of Art
General input of designing

11:00am

Keynote Speaker 2:
Brian McArthur, AMP Architects
Looking at building and public space designing

11:20am

11:45am
12:40am
01:40pm
02:35pm
02:55pm
03:50pm
04:05pm
04:15pm

Keynote Speaker 3:
Lorna Stephenson, BT
Accessing digital services – Relay UK (Previously Next
Generation Text)
Workshops – Session One:
Full details of all workshops available on pages 17 and 18
Lunch Break:
Cold finger buffet lunch including tea / coffee
Networking and chance to visit the marketplace
Workshops – Session Two:
Full details of all workshops available on pages 23 and 24
Afternoon Refreshment Break
Tea / coffee
Networking and final opportunity to visit the marketplace
Workshops – Session Three:
Full details of all workshops available on pages 29 and 30
Technology Speaker:
Tony Murphy, Phonak
Summary of the conference – closing plenary:
Janis McDonald, deafscotland
Close of conference from the Chair:
Donald Richards, Convenor of deafscotland
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Chair of the day
Donald Richards
deafscotland Convenor
Donald works as part-time BSL Lecturer and has been in West
Lothian College, Livingston since 2016. He is Deaf and
educated orally but frequently uses British Sign Language (BSL)
at home and work. Donald is a highly experienced BSL tutor in
the educational sector where he has been working and teaching
BSL classes throughout Scotland for over 35 years. He
previously worked in the hearing world as a cartographic
draughtsman with the Greater London Council, Lambeth, London
for five years, then spent nearly 28 years with TOTAL, the
French multinational oil company in London and Aberdeen and
BEAR Scotland for a short period before moving to Edinburgh.
Donald joined the then Scottish Council on Deafness (SCoD)
and has been Convenor of deafscotland since 2014.

Media information

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Media consent
We will be taking photographs throughout the day. We will assume on the day that
you are happy to be included in the photographs, however should you wish not to
be included in the photographs, please inform staff at the Registration desk.
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Keynote Speaker
Lorna Stephenson
BT

Lorna is a graduate of the University of Hull, where she received
an honours degree in Business Management. Lorna began her
career in telecommunications with RNID (now Action on Hearing
Loss) as an Outreach Officer for Text Relay, specialising in
providing technical assistance to Deafblind customers. She has
predominately worked within the customer service arena and
has championed the communication needs of deaf and hard of
hearing people throughout this time. Lorna now heads up the
Product and Commercial team for Voice Services within the
Enterprises unit in BT, this team is responsible for some of the
UK’s most critical services – 999, Relay UK, Operator Assistance
and Directory Enquiry Services. Lorna and her team have
worked hard to build reliable and innovative services, pioneering
the Relay UK service for inclusive communication with textphone
users and improving the reliability of location information on 999
calls with the introduction of Advanced Mobile Location data
(AML), which can pinpoint the location of 999 callers 4,000 times
more accurately.

Technology Speaker
Tony Murphy
Phonak

Tony is a Chartered Engineer with 30 years industrial experience
in many different industries, from the Photographic Industry to
manufacturing and project management within the Automotive
Sector, to the Off Shore Oil and Gas Industry. I have worked at
Phonak for 15 years. My Current role in Phonak is Wireless
Technology Specialist, as part of the Professional Services
Department. I am responsible for the technical aspects of our
Wireless Products for Phonak UK. This includes training
customers and the Sales Team, assisting Technical Support with
problem solving, and helping to ensure that our products are
compliant with local UK legislation. We also liaise with charities
and key opinion leaders to promote increased Deaf awareness
and to generally advocate and educate all sectors as to the
benefits of Assistive Technology.
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Workshops – Session One
Workshop 1 – Cambridge Suite

Designing Better Pathways – Involving people in
the process

Facilitated by Susan Shippey of the Edinburgh Health and
Social Care Partnership; and Jayne Lewis of the Midlothian Health and Social
Care Partnership.
This workshop will be looking at engagement and coproduction.
Susan – has worked in the health and social care sector for
almost thirty years since graduating from Aberdeen University
with an honours degree in Health Sciences. With a background in
public health research, health promotion and health inequality
policy, she now works in planning and commissioning for
Edinburgh Health and Social Care Partnership and is the strategic
lead for the See Hear strategy. Susan has become passionate
about improving services for all deaf people over the past four years in the job, and
believes that involving deaf people and a wide range of stakeholders is essential to
this.
Jayne – has worked in Local Authority for many years (too many
some would say!) Since leaving Edinburgh University, this has
involved a range of positions including Housing Management,
Telecare Service Development and then to her current position
as Social Work Planning Officer for Physical Disabilities and
Sensory Impairment with Midlothian Health and Social Care
Partnership. Jayne took on the role of See Hear Lead for
Midlothian at the launch of the Strategy. Despite this being only
part of her part time role, Jayne has loved being involved with the deaf community
and helping to shape improved services and supports going forward.

Workshop 2 – Ellisland Suite

Data Design – The importance of asking the
right questions to get optimum results

Facilitated by Andrena McMenemy of DataFakts Ltd;
and Dr. Christine Johnson of Queen Margaret University.
Part 1: The Census and Beyond. The exact numbers of deaf people in Scotland
varies depending upon which source is consulted. This workshop will discuss recent
research which has sought to investigate the source that is used to ‘allocate
resources and plan services’ in Scotland: The 2011 Census. As the next Census is
due to be taken in 2021, it would seem timely to remind ourselves of the information
this source currently offers on the prevalence of hearing loss in Scotland. We will also
discuss the effectiveness of the current question format, comparing prevalence rates
generated from the Census with alternative data sources, models and projections.
Part 2: Sharing Data Sources. Participants will be given the opportunity to discuss
available data sources and their application, sharing examples of good sources and
good practice among delegates.
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Andrena – has an Honours degree in Economic and Social History
and a Certificate in Adult Teaching & Learning from University of
Strathclyde as well as an M.Phil in History of Medicine and
Postgraduate Certificate in Social Sciences Research Methods from
the University of Glasgow. She has been involved in Communication
Support provision as an Electronic Notetaker since 2004 and is very
aware of the challenges and barriers those with hearing loss face.
Andrena holds the Signature Level 3 Certificate for Language Service
Professionals (Electronic Notetaking). Since 2018 she has been
working with deafscotland as a freelance Social Researcher and is currently working
on a joint project with Queen Margaret University on regional prevalence rates for
deafness and dementia in Scotland. She co-founded DataFakts Ltd and is responsible
for developing the Social Science Insights part of the company.
Christine – is a registered Hearing Aid Dispenser and Audiologist.
Christine works as a Lecturer in Audiology at Queen Margaret
University and is the Programme Leader for both the Diploma in
Higher Education in Hearing Aid Audiology and the Aptitude Test in
Hearing Aid Dispensing. Her research interests lie in the assessment
of auditory function. This involves establishing hearing thresholds,
processing capability and cognitive function relating to audition.
Christine has recognised expertise for working with clinical
populations who can be present difficulties for assessment, including working with
people with cognitive decline, alcohol dependence syndrome and those who have
experienced stroke. Currently she is researching in the area of hearing care provision
for older people living in residential care.

Workshop 3 – Alloway Suite

Community Health Accessibility – putting people
affected by deafness at the centre of The ALLIANCE

Facilitated by The ALLIANCE (Health and Social Care Alliance
Scotland)
Building stronger partnerships promoting equality and diversity. This
workshop will be looking at The ALLIANCE resources – ALISS, Self
Management, Humans of Scotland, ALLIANCE Live.
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WE ARE:STIRLING
: design

: printing

: websites

: exhibitions

: direct mail

Working with The Third Sector since 1991,
producing high quality graphic design,
printed products, exhibitions and websites.
People will forget what you said, people will forget what you did,
but people will never forget how you made them feel.

Unit 30 & 36, Stirling Enterprise Park, Stirling FK7 7RP
01786 466799 | hello@wearestirling.co.uk | wearestirling.co.uk

Workshops – Session Two
Workshop 1 – Cambridge Suite

Designing Digital Inclusion – Creating
inclusive public services

Facilitated by Kevin White of the Scottish Government Digital Directorate.
The Scottish public sector creates services for all citizens of Scotland. To do this we
need to ensure that all citizens are able to participate in the creation of these services.
This workshop will explore ways in which we are creating inclusive design practices
and encourages input from attendees to improve our approaches.
Kevin – is the Head of Digital Accessibility in the Scottish
Government. He has worked for nearly 30 years in the public and
private sector in a variety of senior design and technical roles. His
skills and knowledge help ensure that digital services do not
introduce barriers to disabled people through poor
implementation. He organises Accessibility Scotland, an annual
conference to help build understanding, awareness and
knowledge of the challenges and opportunities the digital world
presents for disabled people.

Workshop 2 – Ellisland Suite

Dual Sensory – Are we included or not?

Facilitated by Elaine Henson and John Whitfield of
Deafblind Scotland.
This workshop will explore on how we can include Deafblind
people.
Elaine – previously worked for a financial institution for 23 years
and embarked on a massive career change when she started with
Deafblind Scotland in December 2003 as Literacy and Numeracy
Project Officer. Since then Elaine has managed several projects
including Community Involvement, Volunteering, Charity Shop and
Participation. Elaine achieved her Diploma in Deafblind Studies in
2009, which allowed her to broaden her skills and knowledge of
deafblindness. She joined the Guide/communicator team in April
2013 and since then has completed a PDA in Supervision and SVQ
4. As Head of Operations, she liaises with stakeholders, maintains
networks with colleagues in sensory impairment and beyond,
assesses for membership, negotiates, sets up and reviews services
and is involved in the day to day running of the service.
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John – has Usher syndrome type 2. He has been severely deaf
from birth and wears two hearing aids and lip reads. In his late teens
his sight began to deteriorate due to Retinitis Pigmentosa (RP)
otherwise known as tunnel vision and he now has 5% of vision left.
John is Deafblind Scotland’s Training Officer; whose job is to ensure
all DbS Guide Communicators and Staff are qualified to provide the
highest level of communication & guiding support in the various
formats for people living with dual sensory impairment. and enable
deafblind people equal access to information, communication and
mobility. John travels all over Scotland & Islands to deliver DbS inhouse Courses such as Awareness training and Deafblind Manual.
He is often called upon to deliver talks to Public Organisations,
Private Businesses and to Social groups. John was first introduced
to Deafblind UK in 1999 when, as a psychology student, he
interviewed dual sensory people for his dissertation. John started
working for Deafblind Scotland when it was formed in 2000 and has
now worked for them in many different capacities.

Workshop 3 – Alloway Suite

Communication Accessibility – Access Panels

Facilitated by Ian Buchanan and James Davidson of
Disability Equality Scotland.
What can we do to improve communication accessibility for people affected by
deafness to engage and participate in Access Panels? And get Access Panels to
promote inclusive communication.
Ian – is the Access Training and Engagement Manager with
Disability Equality Scotland and he works right across Scotland
supporting the Access Panel Network to make their communities
accessible. Ian also manages Disability Equality Scotland’s
accessibility awareness training and is responsible for providing
accessibility advice and guidance to external stakeholders.

James – is responsible for sharing information such as news,
events and consultations to our members in a clear and
accessible manner. James is Editor-in-chief of our monthly
newsletter and quarterly magazine Open Door. James is also
responsible for the upkeep and population of all website content
for Disability Equality Scotland.
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Workshops – Session Three
Workshop 1 – Ellisland Suite

Designing Employability – Play your part

Facilitated by David Cameron of Scottish Union of
Supported Employment.
SUSE will be playing a leading role in Scottish Government’s new Public Social
Partnership which aims to deliver pilot projects with employers that will improve their
knowledge and expertise in recruiting and retaining disabled people. In this workshop we
are hoping to get your ideas and advice on the type of projects the PSP should run with
employers and find out what you want the PSP to achieve for people who are deaf or
have experienced hearing loss.
David – has been the Chief Executive Officer of the Scottish
Union of Supported Employment (SUSE) since 2017. He has
spent the majority of his career with a large voluntary sector
organisation with responsibility for developing and delivering
employment services, social enterprises and youth projects for
people with disabilities. He worked within the Scottish
Government on the design of the Fair Start Scotland programme
and recently participated in the Expert Group that supported the
development of the Fairer Scotland: Employment Action Plan.

Workshop 2 – Alloway Suite

Awful & awesome acoustics and their impact on
how easily you hear

Facilitated by Sally Shaw of Ideas for Ears.
The acoustics of a room can quite literally enable or disable you. It can lift you up or
crush you down – allowing you to join in conversation and discussion, or preventing
you from doing so. A room or space that feels echo-y or noisy is a difficult one, and is
especially a problem for people with hearing loss. The complicated science behind
acoustics means it has often escaped scrutiny because it feels too technical to touch.
But it is important to get to grips with the subject because it has such a big impact on
experiences, participation and well-being. This workshop demystifies acoustics. It
cuts through the complexity to give fascinating and useful insight and to share
information that is helpful and understandable. You will learn about noise and
reverberation and how it helps or prevents us from hearing, and you will discover
what you can do to measure acoustics and how to take action to fix acoustic issues.
Sally – Founding director of Ideas for Ears, a not-for-profit
organisation run by people with hearing loss to promote more
accessible and inclusive products, services and facilities. Sally is the
lead author of the Hearing Access Protocol and was the 2019
Scottish Sensory & Equality Champion. She is passionate about
grass roots-led projects, ideas and innovations and engages widely
with local and national organisations to help bring about
improvement. Deafness runs in Sally’s family and she is a hearing
aid user with a profoundly deafened father.
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Workshop 3 – Cambridge Suite

Active Scotland – Inclusion and participation

Facilitated by Michelle Borland of sportscotland; and
Katharine Brough of Cycling Scotland.
A more active Scotland will provide benefits for all. Cycling
Scotland and sportscotland will co-host this workshop looking
at the national context for creating a more active Scotland and improving people’s
physical and mental wellbeing. You will hear an overview of the aims of both
organisations as well as information on the range of work underway to increase
participation and ensure we can all Connect and Capitalise on available opportunities.
Michelle – is Planning and Improvement Manager at sportscotland.
She manages their corporate strategy and business plan
development processes and performance reporting to their Board
and Scottish Government. She also provides leadership on
organisational development, equalities and inclusion. Michelle loves
working in sport and is passionate about the impact it can have on
our society. In 2015 she received her Master of Business
Administration with Distinction from the University of Strathclyde
Business School. She likes to explore how to use business
management tools and practices in a public sector setting. In her
spare time she can usually be found juggling her three small
children in one of Glasgow southside’s lovely parks or squeezing in
a run or a British Military Fitness class.
Katharine – Head of Behaviour Change with Cycling Scotland
and has responsibility for the Cycling Friendly Awards and
Development Grant funding programme, promoting cycling in
Workplaces, Schools, Communities as well as Further and
Higher Education institutions across Scotland. Katharine
previously worked as Travel Planning & Systems Manager for
NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde and is a member of the
Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport and Board Advisor
to Glasgow Eco Trust. Katharine has History of Art [M.A. Hons]
degree from Edinburgh University and Post Graduate in Cultural
Policy & Management from Heriot Watt University.
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Conference Map
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Guide to Stalls
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Contributors

Thank you
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you all for
coming to our Conference, especially:
• Our speakers, Kathy Li from Glasgow School of Art;
Brian McArthur from AMP Architects; Lorna
Stephenson from BT; and Tony Murphy from Phonak.
• Our main sponsors: Arnold Clark; The ALLIANCE and
Sign Language Interactions (SLi).
• Our other sponsors: Cycling Scotland; Serco NorthLink
Ferries; sportscotland; Unite Glasgow and Lanarkshire
Community, Youth and Not for Profit Branch
SC/164/403; Action on Hearing Loss Scotland; Phonak;
contactSCOTLAND-BSL; Disability Equality Scotland
(DES); SignVideo; British Sign Language Broadcasting
Trust (BSLBT); Care Inspectorate; General Teaching
Council Scotland (GTCS); SignLive; Deafblind
Scotland; and InterpreterNow.
• Those who facilitated workshops and have taken a
market stall.
• Everyone who supported us by buying tickets.
• The deafscotland team and the hotel staff.
• We Are Cameron for their technical equipment and
assembling the conference and workshop rooms.
• We Are Stirling for printing this programme.
• Language Service Professionals (BSL / English
Interpreters, Hands on BSL Interpreters and Electronic
Note-takers).
• All our volunteers who supported us on the day.
• All our friends who have provided support.

